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Why does the poet consider the woods as lovely, dark and deep in the poem 7M
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening.

Write a letter to your friend, describing a book you have just read and strongly 5M
recommending it to him.

Bring out the theme of What is my Name?

Who is your role model/ inspiration? Describe his/her qualities that you admire.

OR
What can we do about the growing E- waste? Give solutions to solve this problem.

Frame any five sentences by using modal verbs.
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(Answer all Five Units 5 x12= 60 Marks)

Justify the title The Secret of work.
Write any three expressions for introducing yourself.

What is Nanotechnology? Discuss its present applications.

Construct a dialogue between a bank manager and a customer in a bank.

The Man in Black seems black outside but white and noble inside. Justify the
statement.

Write an essay on Covid -19.

OR
How do you summarize a story? Mention some strategies.

Your friend has won the first prize in the inter college debate competition.
Congratulate him on his success.

OR
Write a paragraph on morning walk by using the following hints. 6M
Good for young and old..... refresh mind.... makes us smart and active.... light
exercise.... see nature.. birds fly.... flowers laugh.... leaves dance... ponds.... canals....

full of water...... running water produces..... sweet music.... regular walk.... enjoy
most.

People are very concern about the environment in these days. Do you agree with this 6M
statement? Write your opinion.
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9 a Write an essay on History of media.

b How can you make recommendations? Write five sentences.

OR
10 a The child is the father of the man'. Justifu this statement in the light of Kalam's 6M

growth to adulthood

b Correcting the following sentences 6M
i. We received no informations
ii. Learning the French isn't easy

iii. She is taking milk daily
iv. He has given advice

v. My friend bought shoe yesterday

vi. Meena does not likes a pop music.
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